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incredible work. really like the simplistic theme of the packing. i have
the anger of the loser of the doomsday ( sorry for my english ) all the
time when i playing the re2 and re3, so this tool is for me, thank you
for share it :) i checked it and it still works, but i have a question
about the file list. i saw that there were a lot of errors, like missed
cases, control. my question is, if there is a case that the file list is
empty, so i create the model and open the content browser, then the
tool still run, is the tool ignore that case? like to ask you if you could
give me the source code of the new version of your re5 export
tool..btw my weapon was corrupt.but i was able to import and render
it using the last version of your export tool. thank you! the gh5 ii also
includes some pretty cool features, including dual zebras, exposure
measurement and teleconverter. dual zebras is a neat tool for
manually setting the exposure in video, and one of the first such tools
available for general use. it uses dual spot metering to indicate where
in the frame the exposure should be set. you can set both the
exposure and tint by dialing in to the values you want, and then
locking them into place. this is a great tool for quickly setting the
exposure on subjects with extreme contrast, and can be a lifesaver if
you get to shots where there is a lot of extreme light and dark areas.
the teleconverter is a tool for extending the effective focal range of
your camera; the included tc14e is a 70-300mm lens attached to an
adapter that changes the focus of the camera. with that, the
photographer can make a nice long-lens effect in the field. however,
the teleconverter also works on other lenses, and the adapter fits
most lenses in the panasonic system, including the rokinon 15mm
f/2.8. one thing to keep in mind if you use that is that, according to
panasonic, using the teleconverter on a normal lens in post will cause
the "vignette effect" if you set the gain too high. this will occur in part
due to the shift in optical properties of the final combination, but also
from the fact that the teleconverter acts like a 0.7x magnification.
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it is no secret that slow gameplay on consoles is a major issue. if you
have played the original resident evil, you may have noticed how bad

the game play is, it was like walking in mud, you didn't get
momentum or speed, it was hard to avoid enemies and it was very
disorganised. of course, the different games in the series are much

better than that, but thats the point of this tool. the ue4 engine offers
a lot of tools to make game play easier and smoother. when you work
on the engine, i'm sure you already know about stuff like animation
curves, bake and weight-paint, but some newer tools are not really

known. the script is another powerful tool that can be used for many
things, and it is also a very easy language to learn. the ue4 engine is
a very powerful tool and is an industry standard used by games that

are on a high budget. thats why it can be a little difficult to find
resources, or if you are lucky you find some online for free. the only
paid tool i know is the animation tool from capcom. it is the best tool
for animations and you can animate pretty much anything. the only

real problem i can see is that the tool will only export models that are
of a resolution of 4096x4096. that of course would affect any models

that are currently in game, as well as any future models that are
created. but that is only a matter of time before the game is released.

also, this tool is pretty much done for now. i'm glad that it was a
success. i'll try to publish my notes on how to get the ue4 version

working on gh5 ii. i'll also be working on getting the animaker_gh5ii
working. 5ec8ef588b
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